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Motivations	
• Dissect possible interplay of hard-
scattered partons & hot dense medium 

• To have definitive answer what remains 
in correlations after vn subtractions 

• To test path length dependence of 
parton energy loss via correlations 
relative to event plane 
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Initial state of collisions	

•  Initial collision geometry 
- Smooth to Fluctuating picture 

• Azimuthal particle distribution 
-   vn(even){Φ2} only ⟶ vn(even){Φn}  + vn(odd) {Φn} 	

Smooth picture	 Fluctuating picture	

!2

!3

!4

Φ2	

dN/dφ = 1 +
�

2vn cos n(φ− Φn)
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•  v3 is comparable to v2 at 0~10%"
•  v2 evolution as centrality increment, no evolution in v3 "
•  v4{Φ4} ~ 2 x v4{Φ2}"

Charged particle vn : |η|<0.35 
Event plane Φn            : |η|=1.0~2.8 

PRL.107.252301	

Charged Hadron vn at PHENIX	
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Identified Particle vn	

• Mass dependence at low pT : Hydrodynamics 
• Baryon/Meson diff. at mid pT: Quark Coalescence	
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vn contributions in correlations	

• Contributions from vn :"
• Ridge & Shoulder positions : Agree with v3 peaks"
• vn subtractions needed to get real jet correlations	

Ridge	

2< pT
asso < pT

trig GeV/C	

Phys. Rev. C 80, 064912 (2009) 
	 Phys. Rev. C 78, 014901 (2008) 

	 ○:p+p 
●: Au+Au	

Shoulder	

v2 subtracted	

n=3	 n=3	

Jet(!!) = C2(!!) ! b0Flow(!!) (37)

b02vtrig
3 vasso

3 cos 3!! (38)

" b02vtrig
n vasso

n cos n!! (39)
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Jet(!!) = C2(!!) ! b0Flow(!!) (37)

Jet(!!) = CF (!!) ! b0Flow(!!) (38)

b02vtrig
3 vasso

3 cos 3!! (39)

" b02vtrig
n vasso

n cos n!! (40)
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Correlations with Δη gap	 

• vn reproduce Ridge & Shoulder at 0-5%	

Track at |η|<2.5	  
with	  EP	  from	  
full	  FCAL	  3.3<|η|
<4.8	

vn with EP Method 	

vn with 2Par. Cor Method 	
Charged	  par:cle	  pair	  with	  
large	  rapidity	  gap	  e.g.	  	  |Δη|>2	

Pb+Pb	  2.76TeV	

N
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￮  measured correlations 	
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Correlations without Δη gap	

• Away side shoulders are almost gone in 
most-central collisions 0-20%"

Incl.γ - hadron 
2-3x1-2 GeV/c	

PHENIX PRELIMINARY	 Au+Au 200GeV 0-20%	
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Correlations up to centrality 50%	

• Away side shoulders  
- Canceled in most-central collisions : 0-10% 
- Remain in mid-central collisions : 20-50% 

• To Do : Include v1 term to vn modulation for 
definitive answer 

V2,	  V3	  &	  V4(Φ4)	  modula0on	  
by	  ZYAM	  method	
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Correlations relative to event plane	

• Control parton path length 
- By selecting trigger relative to forward 
event plane 
- Reduce autocorrelations of jet itself	

φt	

φa	

Δφ	

Φn	

φs	

Mid rapidity	 Forward rapidity	
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High pT range	

• Near side yield : No suppression 
• Away side yield : Monotonic decrease	

SUPPRESSION OF AWAY-SIDE JET FRAGMENTS WITH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 84, 024904 (2011)

FIG. 6. (Color online) Per-trigger azimuthal jet yields for the most
in-plane, !s = 0–15! (solid circles), and out-of-plane, !s = 75–90!

(open circles), trigger particle selections in midcentral (20%–60%)
collisions for various partner momenta. Insets show away-side
region on a zoomed scale. Bars indicate statistical uncertainties.
Underlying event modulation systematic uncertainties are represented
by bands through the points while the corresponding normalization
uncertainties are shown as dashed lines around zero. Near- and
away-side jet yield integration windows are indicated with arrows.

this source of systematic uncertainty has little correlation
between the centrality and momentum selections.

For central events the near-side suppression is consistent
with a constant as a function of !s within the statistical
and !s-correlated systematic uncertainties. The values are
also consistent with no suppression when considering the
global scale uncertainty that appears on the trigger particle
orientation averaged IAA. On the away-side, there is significant
suppression in central events, as evidenced by the trigger
particle averaged IAA, but the statistical precision with which
to determine the !s variation is limited.

Midcentral (20%–60%) events, have greater eccentricity
and could be expected to show correspondingly larger trigger
particle orientation dependence due to path-length variation
through the collision zone. The same set of representative
per-trigger azimuthal yields is shown in Fig. 6 for the
midcentral selection. Again, the near-side jets for the most

FIG. 7. (Color online) Nuclear jet suppression factor IAA by
angle with respect to the reaction plane !s for near- and away-side
angular selections, circles and squares, respectively, in midcentral
(20%–60%) collisions for various partner momenta. Bars indicate
statistical uncertainties. The shaded band shows the systematic
uncertainty on the reaction-plane resolution unsmearing correction.
Solid points show trigger particle angle averaged results and the
global scale uncertainty.

in-plane and most out-of-plane trigger particle orientations
are consistent with each other, a direct indication of little
variation with respect to the reaction plane. The mid-"! are
also in agreement with zero, as before, further demonstrating
that the underlying event flow correlations are well described
by Eqs. (6)–(9). In contrast to the near-side, the away-side
measurements (see insets in Fig. 6) change between the
in-plane and out-of-plane trigger particle orientations with
the latter having consistently smaller yield for all partner
momenta.

The integrated near- and away-side per-trigger jet yields
for midcentral (20%–60%) collisions are shown in Fig. 7.
The near-side jet is essentially flat, with negligible suppres-
sion [IAA(!s) = 1]. The away-side jet yield is increasingly
suppressed with increasing !s . This falling trend results in
only small associated particle yield remaining for out-of-plane
trigger particle orientations.
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in-plane and most out-of-plane trigger particle orientations
are consistent with each other, a direct indication of little
variation with respect to the reaction plane. The mid-"! are
also in agreement with zero, as before, further demonstrating
that the underlying event flow correlations are well described
by Eqs. (6)–(9). In contrast to the near-side, the away-side
measurements (see insets in Fig. 6) change between the
in-plane and out-of-plane trigger particle orientations with
the latter having consistently smaller yield for all partner
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The integrated near- and away-side per-trigger jet yields
for midcentral (20%–60%) collisions are shown in Fig. 7.
The near-side jet is essentially flat, with negligible suppres-
sion [IAA(!s) = 1]. The away-side jet yield is increasingly
suppressed with increasing !s . This falling trend results in
only small associated particle yield remaining for out-of-plane
trigger particle orientations.
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v2 & v4{Φ2} modulated	Au+Au 200GeV 20-60%	



Intermediate pT range	

• Constant suppression of back-to-back jet 
• Two competitive effects seen 

Φ2 R.P. Φ2 R.P. 

Trig.	  

Trig.	  

Trig.	  

Trig.	  

in-‐plane	  	  
trigger	  case	  

out-‐of-‐plane	  	  
trigger	  case	  

Au+Au 200GeV 20-50% 
h-h :2-4x1-2GeV/c 
v2 & v4{Φ2} modulated	
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PHENIX preliminary 

Flow	  subtracted	  
yield	  is	  shown	  
radially	  with	  base	  
line.	  

penetration dominance surface dominance 



Summary	
• Higher harmonic flow vn has been measured 
• By vn modulation to correlations, 
- Shoulders almost gone in most-central collisions 
- Shoulders remain in mid-central collisions 

• Correlations relative to event plane 
- Monotonic away side suppression at high pT 
- Constant suppression of di-jet & Two 
competitive effects at intermediate pT 

• Fully vn modulated analyses are in progress 
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Φi - Φj correlations 	 
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calorimeters (MPCs). Each detector system has a north
(south) component to measure at forward (backward) ra-
pidity. The absolute pseudorapidity (!0) coverages for
these detectors are 3:1< j!0

BBCj< 3:9, 1:0< j!0
RXNj<

2:8, 3:1< j!0
MPCj< 3:7. The PHENIX drift and pad cham-

bers [23] were used for charged particle tracking and
momentum reconstruction with azimuthal angle coverage
’ ! " rad in the central region (j!0j " 0:35).

To estimate the event plane !n in each detector, we
generalize to all orders n our earlier procedure for event-
plane determination (see [9] and especially definitions in
[24]). For each event-plane detector we evaluate
tan#n"n$ !

P
wi sin#n#i$=

P
wi cos#n#i$ for the!n sub-

event estimator "n, where the #i are the azimuths of
elements in that detector and the weights wi reflect the
energy or multiplicity in that element. Acceptance correc-
tions [24] for imperfect detector efficiency were employed
to ensure a flat (azimuthally independent) event-plane
distribution, as required by symmetry considerations. In
general, the hit distributions sample virtually all momenta.

To measure vn, the azimuth # of each particle is corre-
lated with the !n via Eq. (1). The measured vnf!ng !
hcos#n%#&"avg

n '$i=Res#!n$, where"avg
n is the average of

the "n for north and south subevents and where the de-
nominator Res(!n) represents a resolution factor
described in [24]. This factor corrects vn for the event-
by-event dispersion of the "n. Its magnitude can be esti-
mated via the two and three subevents method [9] in which
the correlation between "n from different subevents is
measured. The strength of this correlation is generally
quantified as hcos#n%"A

n &"B
n '$i for subevents A, B, which

measures the cosine of the dispersion of the "n estimator
with respect to the true !n.

Figure 1 shows the centrality dependence of this corre-
lation strength hcos#j%"A

n &"B
m'$i for subevent combina-

tions (A, B) involving different event-plane detectors with
#!0 ( 5 and #!0 ( 7. The raw correlations are presented
as measured; however, the magnitudes are specific to the
PHENIX detectors involved. The systematic uncertainties
(not shown) for these correlations are of similar relative
size to those for vnf!ng discussed below. The uncertainties
are correlated across centrality and n such that the relative
size of these event-plane correlations can be compared.
The magnitudes for the odd parity quantities hsin#j%"A

n &
"B

m'$i, which should vanish, are found to be consistent
with zero for all centrality, j, and" combinations. Figure 1
panels (a) and (b) show the two subevent correlations for
m ! n; (c) and (d) show the two subevent correlations for
m ! n. The negative correlation indicated in (a) for n ! 1
is due to the well-known antisymmetric pseudorapidity
dependence (sign change about midrapidity) of sidewards
flow v1, as well as momentum conservation [2]. Positive
subevent correlations are indicated in (a) and (b) for!2;3;4,
with sizable magnitudes for !2;3 and much smaller values
for !4.

The subevent correlations hcos#j%"A
n &"B

m'$i for n ! m
are also of interest. Figure 1(c) confirms the expected
correlation between !1 and !2 (due to sidewards flow),
as well as that between !2 and !4 [24]. By contrast,
Fig. 1(d) shows that there is no significant correlation
observed between !2 and !3, a result which is indepen-
dent of the detectors used. The order j ! 6 is chosen to
account for the n multiplet of directions (2"=n) of!2 and
!3. The absence of this correlation suggests that the fluc-
tuations for !3 about !2 are substantial. This is well
reproduced by Glauber modeling [25,26] and therefore
supports an initial state fluctuation origin of !3 and v3.
A small correlation between !3 and !1 is indicated in
Fig. 1(d). While such a correlation seems to be at odds with
the absence of a !2 &!3 correlation [Fig. 1(d)], we note
that!1 &!3 correlations need not contribute to a residual
contribution to !2 &!3 correlations through !1. That is,
!1 could correlate with !3 and !2 in exclusive event
classes. Correlations involving the PHENIX zero-degree
calorimeter, which measures the n ! 1 spectator neutron
event plane [24] at j!0j> 6:5 indicate that this correlation
has some degree of !0 antisymmetry. We defer further
investigation of these correlation subtleties to future work.
Figure 2 shows results for the midrapidity vnf!ng for

tracks in the central arms as a function of pT for different
centralities. RXN-defined event planes, which have the
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FIG. 1 (color online). Raw correlation strengths hcos#j%"A
n &

"B
m'$i and hcos#j%"C

n &"D
m'$i of the event planes for various

detector combinations as a function of the collision centrality,
binned in percentages of the total cross section, where 0%
corresponds to impact parameter ! 0. Panels (a) and (b) show
the two subevent correlations for m ! n; (c) and (d) show the
two subevent correlations for m ! n. The detectors in which the
event plane is measured are: A: RXN North, B: BBC South, C:
MPC North, and D: MPC South. Data in (b) and (d) have been
scaled by factors of 10 and 20, respectively.
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calorimeters (MPCs). Each detector system has a north
(south) component to measure at forward (backward) ra-
pidity. The absolute pseudorapidity (!0) coverages for
these detectors are 3:1< j!0

BBCj< 3:9, 1:0< j!0
RXNj<

2:8, 3:1< j!0
MPCj< 3:7. The PHENIX drift and pad cham-

bers [23] were used for charged particle tracking and
momentum reconstruction with azimuthal angle coverage
’ ! " rad in the central region (j!0j " 0:35).

To estimate the event plane !n in each detector, we
generalize to all orders n our earlier procedure for event-
plane determination (see [9] and especially definitions in
[24]). For each event-plane detector we evaluate
tan#n"n$ !

P
wi sin#n#i$=

P
wi cos#n#i$ for the!n sub-

event estimator "n, where the #i are the azimuths of
elements in that detector and the weights wi reflect the
energy or multiplicity in that element. Acceptance correc-
tions [24] for imperfect detector efficiency were employed
to ensure a flat (azimuthally independent) event-plane
distribution, as required by symmetry considerations. In
general, the hit distributions sample virtually all momenta.

To measure vn, the azimuth # of each particle is corre-
lated with the !n via Eq. (1). The measured vnf!ng !
hcos#n%#&"avg

n '$i=Res#!n$, where"avg
n is the average of

the "n for north and south subevents and where the de-
nominator Res(!n) represents a resolution factor
described in [24]. This factor corrects vn for the event-
by-event dispersion of the "n. Its magnitude can be esti-
mated via the two and three subevents method [9] in which
the correlation between "n from different subevents is
measured. The strength of this correlation is generally
quantified as hcos#n%"A

n &"B
n '$i for subevents A, B, which

measures the cosine of the dispersion of the "n estimator
with respect to the true !n.

Figure 1 shows the centrality dependence of this corre-
lation strength hcos#j%"A

n &"B
m'$i for subevent combina-

tions (A, B) involving different event-plane detectors with
#!0 ( 5 and #!0 ( 7. The raw correlations are presented
as measured; however, the magnitudes are specific to the
PHENIX detectors involved. The systematic uncertainties
(not shown) for these correlations are of similar relative
size to those for vnf!ng discussed below. The uncertainties
are correlated across centrality and n such that the relative
size of these event-plane correlations can be compared.
The magnitudes for the odd parity quantities hsin#j%"A

n &
"B

m'$i, which should vanish, are found to be consistent
with zero for all centrality, j, and" combinations. Figure 1
panels (a) and (b) show the two subevent correlations for
m ! n; (c) and (d) show the two subevent correlations for
m ! n. The negative correlation indicated in (a) for n ! 1
is due to the well-known antisymmetric pseudorapidity
dependence (sign change about midrapidity) of sidewards
flow v1, as well as momentum conservation [2]. Positive
subevent correlations are indicated in (a) and (b) for!2;3;4,
with sizable magnitudes for !2;3 and much smaller values
for !4.

The subevent correlations hcos#j%"A
n &"B

m'$i for n ! m
are also of interest. Figure 1(c) confirms the expected
correlation between !1 and !2 (due to sidewards flow),
as well as that between !2 and !4 [24]. By contrast,
Fig. 1(d) shows that there is no significant correlation
observed between !2 and !3, a result which is indepen-
dent of the detectors used. The order j ! 6 is chosen to
account for the n multiplet of directions (2"=n) of!2 and
!3. The absence of this correlation suggests that the fluc-
tuations for !3 about !2 are substantial. This is well
reproduced by Glauber modeling [25,26] and therefore
supports an initial state fluctuation origin of !3 and v3.
A small correlation between !3 and !1 is indicated in
Fig. 1(d). While such a correlation seems to be at odds with
the absence of a !2 &!3 correlation [Fig. 1(d)], we note
that!1 &!3 correlations need not contribute to a residual
contribution to !2 &!3 correlations through !1. That is,
!1 could correlate with !3 and !2 in exclusive event
classes. Correlations involving the PHENIX zero-degree
calorimeter, which measures the n ! 1 spectator neutron
event plane [24] at j!0j> 6:5 indicate that this correlation
has some degree of !0 antisymmetry. We defer further
investigation of these correlation subtleties to future work.
Figure 2 shows results for the midrapidity vnf!ng for

tracks in the central arms as a function of pT for different
centralities. RXN-defined event planes, which have the
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FIG. 1 (color online). Raw correlation strengths hcos#j%"A
n &

"B
m'$i and hcos#j%"C

n &"D
m'$i of the event planes for various

detector combinations as a function of the collision centrality,
binned in percentages of the total cross section, where 0%
corresponds to impact parameter ! 0. Panels (a) and (b) show
the two subevent correlations for m ! n; (c) and (d) show the
two subevent correlations for m ! n. The detectors in which the
event plane is measured are: A: RXN North, B: BBC South, C:
MPC North, and D: MPC South. Data in (b) and (d) have been
scaled by factors of 10 and 20, respectively.
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vn via event plane method	

• Mid rapidity particle anisotropy relative to 
forward event planes	
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BBC: 3.0<|η|<3.9 
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 Degeneracy among models 
disentangled by v3	

• v3 seems to prefer low 
viscosity"
- Glauber+4πη/s =1 

works better"
- CGC-KLN+4πη/s =2 

failed"
• More constraints to 
hydrodynamics 
calculations"

best resolution, are employed. The systematic uncertainties
for these measurements were estimated by detailed com-
parisons of the results obtained with the RXN, BBC,
and MPC event-plane detectors and subevent selections.
They are !3%, !8% and !20% for v2f!2g, v3f!3g, and
v4f!4g, respectively, for midcentral collisions and increase
by a few percent for more central and peripheral collisions.
Through further comparison of the results obtained with
the RXN, BBC, and MPC event-plane detectors, pseudor-
apidity dependent nonflow contributions that may influ-
ence the magnitude of vnf!ng, such as jet correlations,
were shown [9] to be much less than all other uncertainties
for v2f!2g and v4f!2g.

The vnf!ng values shown in Fig. 2 increase with pT for
most of the measured range, and decrease for more central
collisions. The v2f!2g increases as expected from central
to semiperipheral collisions, following the expected in-
crease of "n with impact parameter [19,27,28]. The
v3f!3g and, albeit with less statistical significance, also
the v4f!4g appear to be much less centrality dependent,
with v3 values comparable to v2f!2g in the most central
events. This behavior is consistent with Glauber calcula-
tions of the average fluctuations of the generalized ‘‘trian-
gular’’ eccentricity "3 [25,26]. The Fig. 2 panels (b) and (d)
show comparisons of v2f!2g and v3f!3g to results from
hydrodynamic calculations. The pT and centrality trends
for both v2f!2g and v3f!3g are in good agreement with the
hydrodynamic models shown, especially at pT below
" 1 GeV=c.

Figure 3 compares the centrality dependence of v2f!2g
and v3f!3g with several additional calculations, demon-
strating both the new constraints the data provide and also
the robustness of hydrodynamics to the details of different
model assumptions for medium evolution. Alver et al. [27]
use relativistic viscous hydrodynamics in 2# 1 dimen-
sions. Fluctuations are introduced for two different initial

conditions. For Glauber initial conditions, the energy den-
sity distribution in the transverse plane is proportional to a
superposition of struck nucleon and binary-collision den-
sities; in MC-KLN initial conditions the energy density
profile is further controlled by the dependence of the gluon
saturation momentum on the transverse position [16,17].
The Glauber-MC and MC-KLN initial state models are
paired with the values 4!"=s $ 1 and 2, respectively, to
reproduce the measured v2f!2g [8]. The viscosity differ-
ence compensates for the !20% difference between the
initial "2 values associated with each model. The two
models have similar "3, and thus the larger viscosity
needed with MC-KLN calculations to match v2, leads to
a much lower v3 than obtained with Glauber MC calcu-
lations. Consequently, our measurement of v3f!3g helps to
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FIG. 2 (color online). vnf!ng vs pT measured via the reaction-plane method for different centrality bins; 0%–10% are the most
central collisions. Shaded (gray and pink) and hatched (blue) areas around the data points indicate sizes of systematic uncertainties.
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Scaling property of v2	
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FIG. 9: (color online) The quark-number-scaled v2 (v2/nq) of identified hadrons are shown as a function of the kinetic energy
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!
sNN = 200 GeV. The error bars (shaded boxes) represent the statistical (systematic) uncertainties.

The systematic uncertainties shown are type A and B only.
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Scaling property of vn	

• vn(KET/nq)/nq failed on v3, v4 & v4{Φ2} 
• vn(KET/nq)/nq

n/2 : need correction power 
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Fourier decomposition of flow 
subtracted correlations	
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Correlations relative to Φ3	
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